
Cage Rocket, table
design Diesel Creative Team

Inspired by the lamps of miners and workers, Cage is enclosed by a metal cage which here becomes a decorative element and the name of the
lamp. The contrast between the glossy surface of the blown glass diffuser and the hand-crafted steel external cage makes Cage unique.

A strong design concept, Cage is a complete collection with floor, suspension and table lamp versions.

In the floor lamp version Cage is available with a glamour white or fashion black diffuser to which a black or white metal cage is applied to
achieve a total of four different colour variants. Its light source is what lends Cage its dual soul. When it is turned off the colour of the glass is
in block and the glossy surface reflects the geometric shapes of the cage, when it is turned on, the reflected effect disappears and the colour of
the glass becomes warmer.

In the Cage suspension version, an original metallic mirror finish bronze version with a brown cage is available as well as the white and black
versions. While Cage’s black and white versions also suffuse spaces with a soft glow, the bronze diffuser retains its mirror effect and deflects
the light, reflecting it totally downwards with its opaque white inner surface. It is available in two sizes which are especially suitable for group
compositions.

Like a real building site lamp, the practical Cage table lamp can be hung, moved or placed on any surface or on the floor or it can be used as a
quirky desk lamp. With its chromed support, Cage Mic looks a little like a slightly retro microphone. Cage Rocket, on the other hand, resembles a
little rocket ready for launching with its tripod base made of the same material as the metal cage.



Cage Rocket, table
technical info

Materials

Colours

Description
Table lamp with diffused light. Hand-blown
glass diffuser with glossy finish housed in a
cage (hence the name of the lamp) made of
hand-welded steel rod and steel mount, both
coated with epoxy powder paint, with
silk-screen printed Diesel logo. In the MIC
version, the lamp rests on a polished
chrome metal base, while in the Rocket
version, the tripod is made of hand-welded
steel rod and coated with powder paint.
Black or white cable and switch.

: Blown glass and coated steel or
chromed metal

: Bianco, Nero

Brightness
diffused light

Cage Rocket Weight
net kg: 1,20
gross kg: 2,00

Packing
vol. m³: 0,020
n.boxes: 1

Bulbs
- halogen energy saver 1x33W G9

Cables

Certifications

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly istructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/D12301EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/D12302EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/D12303EN


Cage Rocket, table

Diesel Creative Team

In 2009, Foscarini signed a partnership agreement with Diesel as
part of the "Home Collection" home furnishings and lifestyle
project. This partnership has given Foscarini the opportunity to
make contact with a new target clientele and explore new lifestyles
and furnishing trends through a collection conceived by Diesel for
its own target group: "Diesel Living with Foscarini".

The Diesel Living with Foscarini collection speaks a range of
different languages - from rock to pop, industrial to vintage,
graphics to art - to illustrate the unmistakable Diesel lifestyle.
Ironic, transgressive, eclectic, incandescent, the collection is made
up of over 40 different lamp models. The collection is structured
into a range of forms, materials and intended uses, lending itself to
unexpected and unconventional settings, from domestic to public
environments, always with a strong personality. The materials
selected and researched for Foscarini, and perhaps even more so
in the Diesel Living with Foscarini collection, are of the utmost
importance. Materials which have never before been used in the
lighting industry are the collection’s added value.
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